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Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of Effective Topological Spaces I: A Definability 
Theory [7], and Effective Topological Spaces II: A Hierarchy [8]. Here we study 
the interrelations between our definability in Part I and forcing. We refer the 
reader to [7] for all definitions and terminology. 
Here, we start by defining strong forcing in Section 16; in Section 17 we define 
weak forcing. Both 16 & 17 contain preliminary facts which are needed for the 
main results. In Section 18 we find useful links between strong and weak forcing. 
In Section 19 we discover a crucial relationship between our notion of satisfaction 
in [7] and the weak forcing defined in Section 17. In Section 20 we introduce 
generic models and in Section 21 we prove the usual 'Truth & Forcing' Theorem 
for them. Section 22 contains a brief discussion of Boolean valued models and we 
close with some remarks in Section 23. 
16. Strong forcing 
In this section we introduce the notion of strong forcing and prove a 
proposition for it. The proposition may be thought of as a version of monotonicity 
and consistency for strong forcing. 
Definition. To the language Lx over A add an infinite set C of constant symbols. 
A forcing condition is a finite function p with dora(p)___ C and range(p)~ A. 
Given two conditions p and q define 
p~<q iff Vcedomqp(c )~q(c ) .  
For convenience we adopt the notation that p '  denotes a stronger condition than 
p; i.e., p'  <~p. Thus p>~p'>~p">~. . ..
The strong forcing relation between the conditions and Lx over A is defined 
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inductively as follows: 
If {Cl,. • •, c,} ___ dom(p), then 
p l?oR(c l , . . . ,  c,) iff 
p l~p v tp iff 
p I? ~p iff 
p I? 3x ~p (x) iff 
The strong forcing relation is 
sense. 
p(cl) x . . . x p(cn) ~_ oR. (16.1) 
pl? ~p orp l?  tp. (16.2) 
Vp' p'  ? ~p. (16.3) 
3cp l?  ~p(c). (16.4) 
both haonotone and consistent in the following 
Proposition 16.1. (i) I f  p I? ¢p and q <~p, then q I? ¢p. 
(ii) No condition strong forces both dp and 7dp. 
Proof. (i) The proof of (i) proceeds by induction. 
Case 1: tp = OR(c1, • . . ,  cn). 
p l ?oR(c l , . . . ,  cn) iff 
implies 
iff 
In this case 
p(c l )  x . . . x p (cn)  OR 
q(cl) x . . . x q(cn) ~_ OR 
q l~ OR(c1,..., cn). 
(since q ~< p) 
Case 2: tp = ~p v 0. 
p l? ~p v O iff 
implies 
iff 
p I? ~p or p I? 0 
q l? ~p or q l? O 
ql? ~pv O. 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
Case 3: ~p =-~p. 
p I ?~p iff 
implies 
iff 
In this case observe 
Vp'p '~ 
Vq' q' ~ ~p (because q' ~< p) 
Case 4: ¢ = :Ix lp(x). 
p I? 3x ap(x) implies 
implies 
3cp I? W(c) 
3c q I?  p(c) (by the inductive hypothesis 
and since dom p _~ dom q) 
implies q I? 3x ~/,(x). 
This completes the proof of part (i). 
To prove (ii), suppose p I ?~.  Then by definition Vp'p '~*  dp. 
(setting p '  = p) p I~ tp. [] 
In particular 
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17. Weak forcing 
In this section we define the forcing relation (denoted by It-) and prove some 
basic facts. 
Definition. We say a condition p forces a formula q9 iffp strong forces the double 
negation of q0. That is 
pit-q9 iff pl~-l~q0. 
The following lemma establishes everal useful links 
relation IF and the strong forcing relation I¢. 
Lemma 17.1. (i) p It- tp iffVp' 3p" I~ rp 
(ii) Given a condition p, :tp' p' It- q9 iff :lp' p' I~ rp. 
between the forcing 
Proof. The proof of (i) proceeds simply by unfolding the definition of strong 
forcing. 
p It- q0 iff p l~tp  
iff Vp' p' ~-nq9 
iff Vp':~p"p"l¢rp. 
To prove part (ii) first suppose p '  It- q0. Then by (i) there is a q ~<p' so that 
q I~ qg. So there exists q <~ p such that q I~ qg. 
Conversely, if p '  Ig tp, then Vp"Vp"p"lg q9 (let q =p"  in Proposition 16.1). 
That is Vp" Bp"p" Ig qg. Hence p'  It- tp (by part (i)). [] 
At this point it is not difficult to see that the forcing relation IF satisfies 
analogues of the monotonicity, density and consistency theorems (see [7]). In 
particular we obtain: 
Proposition 17.2. (i) p It- q9 and q <~p, then q It- qg. 
(ii) p It- tp iff Vp' :ip" It- tp. 
(iii) No condition forces both rp and 7q9. 
Proof. (i) Since p IF q0, it follows that Vp' ]p"p" I¢ q9 by Lemma 17.1. Since q <~p 
we may set p'  equal to any q' to obtain Vq' 3q"q"l~ rp. So q IF tp. 
To prove (ii) notice 
plFq9 iff Vp'Bp"p"l}~cp 
iff Vp' Bp"p" IF q9 
(Lemma 17. l(i)) 
(Lemma 17.2(ii)). 
Finally to prove (iii), suppose p lF~qg. Then by definition p lg-n~qg. So by 
Lemma 17.1(ii), p IF*--1-~tp. Consequently, by definition again p 11 ztp. [] 
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18. Useful links between strong and weak forcing 
In order to place the main connection between forcing and our notion of 
satisfaction, we need the following technical information. 
Proposition 18.1. 
(i) p IF q/(ca,. • . ,  cll) 
(ii) p IF ~p v 0 ~= 
(iii) p IF ~lp 
(iv) p lF 3x ~p(x) 
iff Vp' zip" p"(cl) x . . . x p"(c,,) c ~.  
iff Vp' zip"[p"lF~p orp"lFO]. 
iff Vp' p '  ~ ~l I. 
iff Vp' 3p"zicp"lF W(c). 
Proof. 
(i) p IF °/ /(ca,. . . ,  c,) 
(ii) p IF ~p v 0 
iff Vp' zip"p"li r °ll(cl, . . . , cll) (Lemma 17.1) 
Vp' zip" p"(Cl) x- - -  x p"(cll) ~ °ll. 
(Lemma 17.1(i)) 
(Definition (16.2)) 
(Lemma 17.1(ii)). 
iff 
if~ Vp' zip" (p"lg V v O ) 
iff Vp' Zip, (p,  I~ ~p or p" I~ O) 
iff Vp'  3p" (p" IF ~p or p" IF O) 
p I~ -7 7 7~p (Definition) (iii) p I F~ iff 
iff Vp' p '  F -~p 
iff Vp' p '  ~ ~p 
(iv) p IF zix V(x) ief 
iff 
iff 
(Definition (16.3)) 
(Definition)• 
Vp' 3p" p" I~- 3x ~p 
Vp'  ::Ip" 3cp"l~- ~p(c) 
Vp' 3p" 3c p" iF ~p(c) 
(Lemma 17.1(ii)) 
(Definition (16.4)) 
(Lemma 17.1(ii)). 
19. Forcing and satisfaction 
For all of the definitions regarding our notions of satisfaction, we refer the 
'reader to [7]. 
Our main result in this section is that for well behaved formulas, forcing and 
satisfaction are related. Specifically, 
Theorem 19.1. Let cp(xl, . . . , xll) be a definition and let 
(c, ) . • .e l l  
P= 0:1 tell 
be a condition and an 
1 , . . . ,n .  
(xl ) • ° °X l l  and s = 
0:1 0:n 
assignment respectively such that p(c i )= s(xi) for i=  
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Then p lf- q~(cl, . . . , c,) iff ~q~[s]. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of q0. 
Case 1:q9 = o l l (x l , . . . ,  x,,). By Proposition 18.1 we have 
p II- q / (c l , . . . ,  c,) iff Vp'  Zlp,,p,(cl) x . . .  xp"(c, , )  ~_ °11 
iff VSt  :[Sn Sn(x1)  X " " " X sn(Xn)  CT- O~ 
(since s(xi) =p(ci )  for i = 1 , . . . ,  n) 
iff  oU[sl. 
Case2:  qg = ~p v O. 
pll-~p v 0 iff Vp'  3,o" [p" IF ~p or p" IF O] (Proposition 18.1) 
iff Vs' 3s" [~p[s"] or ~O[s"ll 
(s(xi) = p(ci) and the inductive hypothesis) 
iff v 0)[s].  
Case 3:q9 = 7% 
pll-Tap iff Vp'p ' I~p 
iff Vs' ¢ ~p[s'] 
iff Vs' 3s"~-~p[s"]  
iff 
(Proposition 18.1) 
(induction hypothesis) 
(Theorem 8.2) 
Case 4:q9 = 3x % 
pll- 3x ~p iff Vp'  3p" 3cp"  II- ~p(c, c~, . . . , c,,) 
Ix xl...x. ] iff Vp'  3p" 3c~ ~p p"(c) p"(cO p"(c,,) " (1) 
This last equivalence is by the inductive hypothesis which applies because the 
assignment 
[ x xl  . . . x,, ] 
t= p"(c) p"(Cl) p"(Cn) 
is such that t (x )=p"(c )  and t (x i )=p"(c i )  for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
We further claim that (1) iff 
Vs' :Is" 3trl= ap[s" U (~,)]. (2) 
To see that (1) implies (2) just define p ' (c i )=s ' (x i )  and use (1) to find p". 
Define s"(xi) = p"(ci) and define a = p"(c). 
To prove (2) implies (1) define s'(xi) = p'(ci)  and use (2) to find s" and a. Let c 
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be a constant symbol not in dom p '  and define 
'`xi' 
~.p'(d) 
if d = ci, 
i fd  = c, 
if d ~ dom p 
So far we have 
p IF 3x ~/, iff Vs' as" 3a~ ~p[s" U (~)] 
iff ~3x ~p[s] (by definition of ~). [] 
Corollary 19.2. Let rp (x l , . . . ,  x~) be a definition and s an assignment with 
(Xl, • • •, x~} ___ doms. Define Ks (the set of  (n + 1)-tuples 'consistent' with s) to be 
the set 
Ks = { (p, Cl, • • •, cn): Vi [ 1 <~ i <~ n ---> p(ci) = s(xi)]}. 
Then the fol lowing are equivalent: 
(i) ~tp[s], 
(ii) 3(p, c~, . . . ,  c~) e Ks p IF qg(c~, . . . ,  Cn), 
(iii) V(p, C l , . . . ,  C~) e Ks p IF q9(cl, • • •, c~). 
Proof. Observe that the proof of the above theorem is independent of the 
particular choice of the condition. [] 
20. Generic models 
In the next section, we intended to show some interconnections between weak 
forcing and classical satisfaction in certain generic models of X. In this section we 
describe such models first. 
Definition. Let P denote the class of forcing conditions corresponding to the class 
C of constants. A filter over P is a set F of conditions in P so that 
(1) if p e F and p <~ q, then q e F, and 
(2) if p l ,  P2 E F, then there is p e F so that p ~<p~ and p <~P2. 
If S is a sublanguage of the language obtained by adding C to Lx,  we say F is 
S-generic provided F is a filter over P also satisfying 
(3) if qo is a sentence in S, then 3p e F (p IF q0 or p IF--~q0). 
S-generic filters are usually denoted by the letter G. 
Definition. If 0//is an open subset of X n and F is a filter over P, then we define 
o//r to be the set 
0u = {(c l , . . . ,  cn): 3p e FpIF OU(cl,..., on)). 
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Also let X[F] denote the structure with universe C and relations q/F; i.e., 
X[F] = (C; ~F)~_X.o~. .  
Thus when we write X[F] ~ q9 we mean that as a structure X[F] satisfies qg, a 
first-order sentence in Lx, in the classical sense of model theory (see Chang-  
Keisler [0]). 
21. Truth and forcing 
In this section we prove the traditional 'Truth & Forcing' Theorem for truth in 
X[G], where G is a generic filter, and It- the forcing relation of previous sections. 
Theorem 21.1. Let S be a sublanguage of the language obtained by adding the 
class C oj: constant symbols to Lx. If G is S-generic and if cp(x~, . . . , x,) is in S, 
then 
x[c;l c , )  i g 3p  . . . , c , ) .  
Proof. The proof is by induction on qg. 
Case 1: tp = q/(xl, • • •, xn). In this case 
X[G]~ °l l (c l , . . . ,  c,) iff (C l , . . . ,  cn) e otto (definition of 
classical satisfaction) 
iff 3/9 e Gp It- q/(Cl, • • •, c~) (definition of °R6). 
Case 2: q9(c l , . . . ,  c,,) = ~p v 0. 
X[ G I ~ ~P v 0 iff X[ G ] ~ ~p or X[ G ] ~ 0 
iff 
(1) 
(2) 
3p e Gp It- ~p or 3p e Gp It- 0 (induction hypothesis) 
iff 3p e G [p l~- ~l, or p l~- O] 
iff 3p e GVp' :lp"[p"l~-~, orp"lb O]. 
To see that (1) implies (2) apply monotonicity (Proposition 17.2); namely if 
p" <-p and p I~- % then p" IF % 
To prove (2) implies (1), we exploit the genericity of G over S. Suppose we are 
given p ~ G so that Vp' 3p" [p" Ii- 1/, or p" Ii- 0]. Since G is S-generic there are qo 
and ql both in G so that qo decides ~1' (i.e., q01t- ~/, or qoll-7~/,) and ql decides 0. 
Since G is a filter there is a p '  ~ G so that p'~< q0 and p '  ~< ql. By Proposition 17.2 
(monotonicity), p '  decides both ~/, and 0. By our assumption there is a p" so that 
p" It- ~/, or p" It- 0. Again by Proposition 17.2, p '  and p" decide ap and 0 in the same 
way (for example: if p '9 i -% then by monotonicity and consistency p '  ~-~/, and 
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since p '  decides ~, p'll- ~p). Hence p'lF ap or p'lF O. Thus we have shown 
3p' • G [p'lF W or p IF 0] which is equivalent to (1). Hence (2) implies (1). 
Furthermore by Proposition 18.1 
(2) iff 3p•GpIF~pv0.  
This completes Case 2. 
Case 3: q9(cl, . . • , cn)= 7W. 
X[G]~-~P iff X[G]~O 
iff Vp • G p P: ~p 
iff 3p •GplFT~p 
(induction hypothesis) 
(by the genericity of G 
over S and the definition 
of a filter) 
Case 4: q~(cl, • • •, cn) = 3x ~p. 
X[G]~:ix~p(x) if[ 3a•CS[G]~p(a)  
(3) iff 3a • C 3/9 • Gp  IF ~(a) 
(4) 
(induction hypothesis) 
iff 3p • GVp' 3p", ap"lF ~p(a). 
• That (3) implies (4) follows from monotonicity. To see that (4) implies (3) we 
use the genericity of G as well as monotonicity and consistency. 
Suppose p • G and Vp' 3p",ap" Ik ~p(a). Pick p '  • G so that p '  decides ~p(a). 
Then find p"<~p' so that p"lF ~(a). By monotonicity and consistency it follows 
that p'lF ~(a) too. So 3p' • Gp'IF ~p(a) which is equivalent to (3). 
Finally by Proposition 18.1 
(4) iff 3p • Gp  IF ::Ix ~p. I-7 
The existence of S-generic filters depends largely on the language S and the 
space X. When S = t~, then every filter is S-generic. Otherwise the existence of an 
S-generic filter depends on our ability to find a filter G which contains an element 
from each of the sets Dtp= {p • P:plFq~ orplk~tp}, as tp ranges through the 
sentences of S. When S is countable and each Dq9 is dense in P, such a G can 
always be constructed using the axiom of choice, when S is presented effectively, 
G may be constructed effectively. When S is uncountable, it is possible that no 
S-generic filters exist without further set-theoretical hypothesis. For example, 
when X = R and A is the usual basis for R and S is the entire language obtained 
by adding C to Lx, then any S-generic filter is essentially Cohen generic over the 
universe. 
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Corollary 21.2. Let (p(X1, . . . , Xn)  be a definition in S and let G be an S-generic 
Xl  " " " Xn I filter. I f  s = , then 
~ • ~,,/ 
#qg[s] ig  V(C l ,  . . . , Cn)  e (~I  X " " " X Ogn)GX[OI#cp(C l ,  . . . , Cn)  
(i.e., #qg[s] holds iff qv(xl, . . . , x , )  is true in X[G] of all the points in s). 
Proof. Let #q0[s] and let (cl, • • . ,  c,,) e (trl x • • • x re,) c. By Section 20, there is 
a p • G so that p IF (trl x - • • x t r , , ) (c~, . . . ,  cn). By Proposition 18.1, this means 
Cl, , ) ° . • C n 
p(ci) ~_ Oli for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Therefore p ~< . However,  since ~qg[s], 
\~1 ,  , ~ 'n  
then (c l , . . . ,C , ) l  Fqg(c l , . . . , c . )  by Theorem 19.1. Hence p IFqg(c l , . . . , c , )  
/ \ 
\ t:t" 1 ,  , a"  n / 
by Proposition 17.2. So by Truth and Forcing, X[G] I I -qg(cl , . . . ,  c,). 
Conversely, suppose V(c~, . . . ,  c,)  • (ol~ × . . .  × Oln) cX[G]  ~ ~p(Cl, • • •, C~). 
Given any t r~×- - -xc~'~_~r~x. . -xc~,  find (c~, . . . , c~)•(od×. . .×od)  c. 
For some p • G, p IF (tr~ x . .  • × t r ' ) (q , . .  . , c~) by Section 20; i.e. p(ci) c_ tr~ for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Notice also (c l , . . . ,  c~) • (aq x • • • x a~,) c and so by hypothesis, 
X[G]~qg(c~, . . . ,  c,). By Truth and Forcing there is a q e G so that q tF 
qg(c~, . . . ,  c,,). Let r be a condition in G which is stronger than p and q. Define 
tr"= r(ci) for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Since r ~<p, tr"~_ tr~ and since r <- q, rll- cp (c l , . . . ,  c,,). (Xl ) . ° °  Xr l  
Consequently ~ by Theorem 19.1. Hence we have shown: 
e~, , e" 
. . .Xn ) t tl X1 
V~;  x • • • x a ' .  3ar'~ x • • • x a . l=  ~ a~ a, ,  
l !  " 
Hence Vs' :is" # cp[s"]. Hence #qg[s] by Density. [] 
22. The Boolean valued model and supports 
In this section we shall see that the Boolean value of a formula is essentially its 
support (see [7]). The Boolean algebra associated with this notion of forcing is 
the regular open algebra of Cx given the product topology. Here Cx denotes the 
space of all functions from C into X. We denote this algebra by B. 
Definition. Let cp(x l , . . . ,  x,,) be a definition and c l , . . . ,  c, be constants in C. 
The Boolean value of q~(c~, . . . ,  c,) is the supremum in B of {p:pIF 
cp(cx , . . . ,  c,)}. Here we identify the forcing condition p with the corresponding 
basic open subset of CX. We write 
]]¢p(Cl, • • • , c.)ll = V, /{P:  ptl- q0(C l , . . . ,  c,)}. 
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Definition. Given q, . . . , c~ in C and feCx ,  define 
( f (c0 , . . . , f ( c , , ) ) .  Thus ~r<¢~ ..... ~,> projects CX onto X". 
x<c,  . . . . .  = 
Theorem 22.1. Let  qg(x~, . . .  , xn )  be a definit ion and :r=:r<c I..... on>. Then 
l ip(x1,.. •, x,,)l/s the image o f  IltP(q, . . . ,  c,,)ll under  ~r; i.e., Iq0(x~,. . . ,  xn)l = 
z ( l l~0(q , . . . ,  c~)ll). 
Proof. Let p IF tp(cl, . . . ,  c,,) and {Cl, . . . ,  c,,} ~ domp. Define S(Xi) =p(q)  for 
each i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Since p IF tp (q , . . . ,  cn), it follows that ~q0[s]. If we think of p 
as a basic open subset of cx  and as such if f is a point in p, then for every 
i= l , . . . ,n ,  f ( i )  ep(c i )=s(x i ) .  So in fact J r ( f )  es (x l )  x . . .  xs (x~)~_  
Iqg(x l , . . . ,  xn)[. Thus we have ~(ll~0(c~, • . . ,  cn)ll) ~_ Ilqg(xl, •. •, x~)ll. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, let 0-//_~ lip(x1 ' . . . ,  x~)[. Find an assignment s so 
that s(x l )  x . . . x s (x , )  ~ °ll and ~tp[s]. Define for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, p(c i )  = s(xi). 
Then p IF tp (c~, . . . ,  c,,). Hence as an element of B, p ~_ l i P (q ,  • • •,  c,) l l .  Now if 
f ep,  then 
z ( f )  = ( f (c l ) ,  . . . , f ( cn ) )  e p (q )  X . . . x p (c , )  = s(x , )  X . . . x s(x~) ~ °ll. 
Thus ~r(llqg(cl, • . . ,  cn)ll) n ~ =/= ~ for every open 0-//~ l ip(x1,. . .  , Xn)[. Therefore 
I~(xa , . . . ,  x , ) l  ~_ : r ( l l P (q , . . . ,  cn)ll). [] 
23. Conclusion 
The gist of Part III has been that the point-free notion of topological 
satisfaction is in essence a forcing relation over an algebra of regular open sets. 
The crux of this equivalence is the characterization "~tp[ x] iff (~)IF qg(c)" proved 
in Section 19. Hence the point-free logic of a topological space X is equivalent o 
the classical ogic of a corresponding eneric space X[G]  in the sense that ~xqg(]) 
iff Vc e o: ° X [G]  ~ ¢p(c). Consequently ~xtp(]) has the interpretation that qg(x) is 
true of the generic points in a,. 
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